Several cross norms between the projective C*-norm and the projective cross norm are introduced. Let A and B be C*-algebras. It is shown that || \\x geneous.
Introduction
In [4] Effros and Kishimoto introduced a norm on the tensor product A ® B of C*-algebras as follows: |x||h = inf. for any x = J2"=x a, <8> ¿>, g A®B .
On the tensor product of commutative C*-algebras, aient [2] , indeed ,Ci, ,i and are equiv-< l?<*GI where KG is the complex Grothendieck constant. In this paper, we introduce several Haagerup type cross norms which are not equivalent with each other, however, if the two C* -algebras are commutative, they coincide. One of the aims of this paper is to recognize noncommutativity from the view point of the noncommutative Grothendieck inequality [5] . To see the difference of these norms, we determine conditions which are equivalent.
As a consequence, we get that the following two conditions are equivalent in C* -algebras A and B :
(1) || ||h is equivalent to || || on A®B, (2) A or B is subhomogeneous. By this and (cf. [1, Theorem 6.1.5; 8]), we conclude that || ||h is strictly in between || ||max and || ||y. These strengthen the result of Huruya's [6] .
Results
Let A and B he C* -algebras. We denote the set of all nxn matrices on the complex number field C by Mn and let B(H) be all bounded operators on a Hubert space H. It has been shown in [8] that || ||h has another representation, which will be written in the for any xis bilinear, E"=1 at ®btGA \x\\ is independent of the decomposition x = Yl"_ ¿=i ai and
where (i) is a *-representation, (ii) is an anti *-representation, (iii) is a Jordan »-representation, which is the direct sum of a ♦-representation and an anti »-representation, (iv) is non-degenerate, (v) is: nx(a)n2(b) -n2(b)nx(a) for all a G A and all bGB. It is easy to see that | ||(t satisfies the cross norm conditions except that it has no null space and has the condition ||<2 ® b\\ = \\a\\ \\b\\ for any a g A , bGB. However it is well known that injective cross norm. We can also prove that Proof. Suppose that (a, ß) = (max, 'h'). Let 6 he the transpose map on B(H) with respect to some orthonormal basis and nx (resp. n2) he an anti *-representation of A (resp. B) on B(H). We have only to observe that 6(71^-)) is a »-representation and The following lemma of R. R. Smith in [12] (the non unital version is due to T. Huruya and J. Tomiyama [7] ) is useful in determining noncommutativity.
Lemma 3 [2.7] . Suppose that A is not a subhomogeneous C*-algebra. Then, given n and e > 0, there exist completely positive contractions pA:Mn -> A ta: A ^Mn, suchthat \\oApA and oA:A->M", such that \\oJnJ -id\\ < e on Mn
We determine the pairwise difference of the norms || ||h , || ||h,, | ||.h and || ||.h,. Two ways of representing each norm will be needed. Theorem 4. Let A and B be C* -algebras and let
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) || ||a is equivalent to || |L on A®B, (2) A or B is subhomogeneous.
Proof. There are six cases, but it suffices to show only one case; namely (a, ß) = (h, h') since the other cases can be shown in the same way.
(1) => (2) Suppose that neither A nor B is subhomogeneous. Given n and e > 0, there exist four completely positive contractions pA, aA and pB, oB which satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3. Let {e¡,}" , , be the matrix units in M" and let Hence there exists a constant C > 0 such that || || < C\\ \\a for any a G {h, h','h,'h'}.
